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Message from the Guest Editor

Skeletal muscle is a prerequisite for directed movement of
humans and physical performance in sports. Due to its
ability to adapt to a wide range of mechanical and
metabolic stimuli, exercise provides the fundamental basis
for performance enhancement. Resistance exercise is a
highly potent method to increase skeletal muscle mass
and force generation in humans, a key factor for
performance in many disciplines. Research in recent
decades has generated a profound knowledge of
molecular mechanisms that explain skeletal muscle
adaptation towards resistance exercise. Major mechanisms
that maintain skeletal muscle proteostasis in mechanically
loaded human skeletal muscle, involve molecular
networks that control synthesis and degradation of
functional proteins within myofibers.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

S p o r ts (ISSN 2075-4663) is a peer-reviewed scientific
journal that publishes original articles, critical reviews,
research notes and short communications in the
interdisciplinary area of sport sciences and public health. It
links several scientific disciplines in an integrated fashion,
to address critical issues related to sport science and
public health. The journal presents diverse original articles,
including systematic and narrative reviews, cohort and
case control studies, innovative randomized trials, and
formative research using qualitative and quantitative
methods with the aim to provide information for
researchers to plan intervention programs. It addresses
diverse public health, physical activity and exercise science
topics.
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